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Regional Air Services is a private training organization in Romania, authorized to 
deliver ab-initio and upgrade aviation training. 

Established in 1999, Regional Air 
Services  obtained in January 2009 
its first FTO approval and since March  
2012 we became the first Approved 
Training Organization based on the 
EASA Regulations in Romania.

Since our establishment we have 
provided Romanian and the regional 
aviation industry very high qualified 

pilots that are working now for important airlines in Europe and abroad. 
Our professional approach and the emphasis on positive attitude, accuracy and discipline 
together with our focus on individual needs of the customers, have transformed our 
name into a regional brand, more and more students from Europe, Asia and Africa being 
involved now in various phases of training.
No doubt that the customization of training programs is the key element for the best 
results; considering this idea we have developed new and modern tools to answer 

any kind of training needs and we have implemented solid criteria for conversion of 
any ICAO pilot licenses into EASA fully recognized pilot licenses. Our initial JAA Flight 
Training Organization is now a fully qualified EASA Approved Training Organization 
(RO/ATO-06) with an exhaustive list of dedicated training programs for ab-initio 
students and for licensed pilots, both 
for airplane and helicopter. 
Our modern ground training facili-
ties, our fleet, our simulators and all 
the supporting facilities (complete 
accommodation with high speed Wi-
Fi, full board, a.s.o.) located on our 
own authorized airport (Tuzla Airport, 
LRTZ) on the Black Sea close to some 
of the most important resorts on the 
seaside and offers to students not only the appropriate environment for aviation 
education but a lot of other reasons to enroll in our training programs.

From zero to frozen ATPL, both for airplane and helicopters, fully committed and 
dedicated to our goal, our highest qualified instructors are always glad to assist, 
to coordinate and to correct the students in order to offer them the best way to 
achieving knowledge and skills.
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We are located in an EU country, Romania, in Tuzla, near the largest city on the 
Black Sea coast – Constanta, and less than two hours driving from the Romanian 
Capital city, Bucharest.
15 minutes driving from Tuzla Airport you can discover the sunny beaches of Mamaia, 
Eforie, Costinesti, Neptun, Olimp, Venus and Mangalia, all of them international touristic 
resorts with hundreds of hotels, restaurants, entertainment areas and free time 
attractions. 

At the end of a hard work day, at walking distance you can spend relaxing moments 
on the beach admiring the sunset or crossing the resorts by bikes. 

For the flight training programs that involve the Instrument Rating we use “Mihail 
Kogalniceanu” International Airport (30 minutes driving from Tuzla) and for cross 
country flights we have excellent agreements with all domestic and international 
airports of AIP Romania.

Our secondary base located in Bucharest at Baneasa “Aurel Vlaicu” Airport offer training 
facilities, both theoretical and practical, operational assistance and a complete pilot 
carrier guidance service provided by our professionals located there.

At our main training base in Tuzla Airport we can offer complete accommodation in 
single and double rooms and full board for the students. 
For those who prefer not to be housed there, we can provide full assistance in finding 
any type of accommodation in private villas (B+B), 2 to 5 stars hotels or residences 
located in a 10-30 minutes driving distance. 

Our Romanian traditional hospitality 
is famous worldwide and you will be 
surprised by the professionalism and 
warmness of the local hosts in the 
same time with the lowest prices in 
Europe for this kind of services.

For international students coming 
from Turkey, Russian Federation and 
USA we have local brokers fully authorized to represent our interests. 

In Turkey and Russian Federation they speak your native language and are able not 
only to assist you in decision making processes but to easily provide you with materials 
and information on various training and non-training areas.

LOCATIONLOCATION
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Romania is an EU country and some international students will need entry visas. 
Our Bucharest office located at Baneasa Airport and our main office in Tuzla can 
provide you with any kind of assistance in obtaining the necessary entry permit.

In accordance with the EU regulations you can initially obtain a 90 days multi-entry 
visa based on the required documents.  One of these documents, the training agree-
ment, can be provided to you by email as soon as your enrollment application is 
sent to one of our offices. 

Considering the medical requirements on the EU Regulation 1178/2011 we encourage 
you to initially visit Romania to familiarize with our Approved Training Organization and 
to pass the appropriate medical evaluation in one of the Authorized Medical 
Examination organizations in Bucharest. Full assistance is also provided by our 
Bucharest office.

As soon as you pass the medical examination and your registration documents are 
complete, you can step to the next phase of training. A new entry visa, this time for 
one year stay in Romania, is easier to obtain in accordance with the above mentioned 
EU and national regulations. 

Our offices in Bucharest and Tuzla will assist you during the Embassy/Consulate 
interview and locally, at Constanta Immigration Department.

You have to be prepared for the visa obtaining interview with your identity documents 
and  a clean criminal record; some bank documents might be necessary to 
demonstrate your capability to 
support yourself as long as you 
participate at the aviation training 
programs in our School. 

For specific details for each non-EU 
country, please address an email to 
one of our offices in Bucharest or 
Tuzla.

Please note that the initial entry visa for non-EU countries can take one or two 
months, depending on the capacity of the local Embassy or Consulate in your country. 

ENTRY VISASENTRY VISAS
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SINGLE ENGINE AIRPLANES

    Diamond DA20 A1
    Engine: Rotax 912
    Training flight

    Diamond DA40 TDI
    Engine: Technify Motors 2.0
    Training flight

    Cessna 182
    Engine: Continental
    Training flight / Parachuting courses

MULTI ENGINE AIRPLANES

    Diamond DA42
    Engine: Technify Motors 2.0
    Training flight

    Piper Mojave PA-31P-350
    Engine: Lycoming
    Training flight / Commercial flights
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FLIGHT SIMULATOR

     FNPT II D-SIM-42 Twin Star NG



SINGLE ENGINE HELICOPTERS

    Guimbal Cabri G2
    Engine: Lycoming
    Training flight

    Bell 206B3 Bell Helicopter Textron
    Engine: Allison 250-C20B turboshaft
    Airphotogrammetric / Surveillance operations
    Filming and Aerial photography

MULTI ENGINE HELICOPTERS

    Airbus Helicopters AS365N
    Engine: Turbomecanica Arriel 1C
    Training flight / Search & Rescue

    Airbus Helicopters AS365N3
    Engine: Turbomecanica Ariel 2C
    Training flight / Offshore
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As an EASA Approved Training Organization we understood from the standard-
ization is the main goal in achieving the highest aviation and safety standards. 
The modern training tools we use in our daily activity are properly designed to better 
respond to the customers needs whether their objectives are to fly for a major airline, 
to improve their flying skills or just to fly for their own interest or hobby.

We are authorized to provide complete theoretical and practical training both for 
airplane and helicopters and we have developed our programs putting the trainee 
and and his needs in the center of our concerns.

We provide each and every trainee with the best training materials, professional 
trainers, modern classrooms fully equipped for the most efficient ground training, 
aviation library and continuous on-line and classic assistance. 

From zero to ATPL, we can provide standardized training programs and  individual 
tailored programs for any kind of conversion or up-grade.

Some of the theoretical courses are:
1. PPL(A) and (H) - private pilot license
2. CPL(A) and (H) - commercial pilot license
3. IR(A) and (H) - instrument rating
4. ATPL(A) and (H) - modular course [frozen ATPL]
5. FI(A) and (H) - flight instructor
6. IRI(A) - instrument rating instructor
7. CRI(A) - class rating instructor
8. CR SEP Land (A), MEP Land (A) - class ratings
9. TR SE (H) - type rating 
10. Conversion courses (ICAO/FAA to EASA)
       
Flight training:
1. PPL(A) and (H) - private pilot license
2. NR - night rating qualification
3. CPL(A) and (H) - commercial pilot license (modular)
4. IR(A) and (H) - instrument rating (modular)
5. FI(A) and (H) - flight instructor
6. IRI(A) - instrument rating instructor
7. CR SEP Land(A) and MEP Land (A) - class rating SEP Land and MEP Land
8. Hours building
9. Customized flight training programs for license conversion (ICAO/ FAA to EASA).

THEORETICAL COURSES AND FLIGHT TRAININGTHEORETICAL COURSES AND FLIGHT TRAINING
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The star of the aviation training is the training package from zero to ATPL  
[frozen]: the ab-initio trainee starts with the PPL and continues with the ATPL 
theoretical training that covers all the subjects requested by the EU Regulation 
1178/2011. 

Our solid partnership with Bristol Aviation offers to the trainee the opportunity of 
the CBT distance training based on the Standardized Training Package designed by 
Bristol Aviation under continuous supervision of the Head of Training (HT) and Chief 
of Theoretical Knowledge Instruction (CTKI). 

After passing the 14 EASA ATPL exams, the trainee will enter modular training step 
by step, starting with a build-up experience program and night rating qualification, 
instrument rating program designed for SEP Land, the MEP Land rating and the 
commercial license training.

The programs are flexible and versatile and the trainee is allowed to propose variations 
to the ATO recommendation under the EU Regulations limitations.
Some advantages proposed by the Bristol Aviation ATPL training are the impressive 
questionnaire database and the user friendly interface. 

The tutor nominated by the ATO is allowed to continuously monitor the training 
progress and to validate or to intervene with the training methods of the student 
for the best result. 
The brush-up session at the end of training is especially designed to fix any 
misunderstanding and to finally prepare the trainee for the examinations, both 
within the ATO and CAA.

During the e-learning training both student and supervisor may propose dialogue 
sessions to clarify some theoretical elements identified as weakness.

⊲ PPL(A), Private Pilot License
The private pilot license, commonly called the PPL, is the first license you obtain as a 
pilot. You can compare it to your driver`s license and in many ways that is just what it 
is: “the driver`s license of the sky”.

The theoretical knowledge syllabus of the PPL(A) course covers the following 
topics: Air Law, Aircraft General Knowledge, Flight Performance and Planning, 
Human Performance, Principles of Flight and Communication.

The PPL theoretical knowledge course comprises of 180 hours
(1 hour = 60 minutes instruction) of instruction.

THEORETICAL COURSES AND FLIGHT TRAININGTHEORETICAL COURSES AND FLIGHT TRAINING
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⊲ PPL Syllabus

4 hours ground training for the plane`s cabin

180 hours theory training in the classroom:
- 32 hours plane general knowledge
- 16 hours aerodynamics
- 20 hours meteorology
- 36 hours navigation
- 10 hours operational procedures
- 10 hours human limits and factors
- 4 hours aero-comunication
- 20 hours air law
  30 hours theory examinations
- 45 hours of flying:
- 25 hours flying double command
- 10 hours flying simple command

One raid simple command
(air navigation) of 270 km minimum with full stop landings on two other aerodromes.
- 5 hours of flight training using instrumental methods.

⊲ IR(A), Instrument Rating
You are allowed to fly under IFR conditions single-engine and multi-engine airplanes. 
Minimum 50 hours training (a part of this training may be performed in an authorized 
FNPT-II trainer)

Entry conditions: PPL(A) or CPL(A), night rating qualification endorsed under ICAO 
Annex 1 and at least 50 hours cross country airplane or helicopter PIC ( minimum 10 
hours airplane).

English Language proficiency check.

⊲ CPL(A), Commercial Pilot License
CPL(A) - first step in a professional pilot career.
Commercial Pilot License = you are allowed to perform any commercial flight.

Minimum entry requirement: at least 150 flight hours total experience,
solid mathematics and physics knowledge.

Minimum age: 18 y.o.
Class I medical License.

THEORETICAL COURSES AND FLIGHT TRAININGTHEORETICAL COURSES AND FLIGHT TRAINING
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⊲ ATPL(A) modular [frozen], Airline Transport Pilot License
ATPL - the highest pilot license you can obtain.

Minimum requirements: PPL(A) under ICAO/EASA and class I medical License
Minimum age: 21 y.o.

The subject for CAA Examination are:
- Air law and ATC procedures
- Aircraft general knowledge:
   airframe and systems, electrics, powerplant and emergency equipment
- Aircraft general knowledge: instrumentation
- Mass and balance
- Performance
- Flight planning and flight monitoring
- Human performance
- Meteorology
- General navigation
- Radio navigation
- Operational procedures
- Principles of flight
- VFR and IFR comunication

An example: the training package PPL + ATPL modular

Phase

PPL

Skill Test for PPL

ATPL (frozen) for PPL owners Ground Training

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

Training Phase

PPL(A) Course [logbook, manuals and welcome pack included]
Ground instruction
Flight Instruction
Radiotelphony Basic course
Skill test PPL(A) – DA20 (for licensing process)

Build-up experience (prerequisite IR)
Ground
Flight training DA40
Flight training DA40
FNPT II D-SIM-42
Flight training DA40
Skill test DA40

Solo flight (DA20) for obtaining 100 hrs PIC (CPL requirement)

Class rating course MEP/IR – DA-42
Ground training
VFR (5 of the 6 hours are also for CPL complex aircraft) DA42
IFR DA42
FNPT II D-SIM-42 Twin Star NG
CPL(A) – DA20
Skill test CPL(A)/IR MEP – DA-42

IR pre-entry

Type in class DA40

Night rating

IR SEP

Skill Test IR SEP

Build-up experience solo

MEP/IR

CPL
ST MEP IR

180
45
30
1.5

45.0
7.0
3.5
5.0
35.0
15.0
1.5

45.0

40.0
6.0
2.0
3.0
10.0
2.5

650.0

Hrs.

THEORETICAL COURSES AND FLIGHT TRAININGTHEORETICAL COURSES AND FLIGHT TRAINING
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OTHER ACTIVITIESOTHER ACTIVITIES

⊲ Basic Offshore Safety Induction and Emergency Training
(BOSIET) OPITO approved Course
BOSIET course provides the delegate with a range of important survival tools for their 
offshore activities, including:
- Safety
- Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting
- First Aid and Hypothermia
- Helicopter Safety and Escape 
- Sea Survival
This program is designed to meet the initial onshore safety and emergency response 
training requirements for personnel new to the offshore oil and gas industry. 

Upon completion of the course the delegate has an awareness of the hazards encoun-
tered when working on offshore installations and the safety regime and safety man-
agement systems in place to control and mitigate those hazards. The BOSIET also equips 
participants with the knowledge, skills and confidence to respond appropriately in the 
event of an offshore emergency and to enhance their survivability through proper use of 
emergency equipment and procedures. 

Delegates successfully completing BOSIET Course will receive a Certificate valid for 4 
years and are registered by OPITO into the Vantage database.

This database is industry owned and is used by offshore employers to track and 
manage movement and transportation of personnel to and from work sites. 
Being available worldwide, on Internet, the system allows employers to verify the 
training and competence records of personnel.
What is the Sea Survival School? The Sea Survival School is the only provider in Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe for specialized training dedicated mainly to those working in the 
offshore industry. School structure responds to training needs of all personnel working 
in the Black Sea was founded in 2010 as part of Regional Air Services Ltd. - Tuzla airport

⊲ Further Offshore Emergency Training
(FOET) OPITO approved Course
The Further Offshore Emergency Training program is a one day course which must 
be undertaken by individuals who have a valid BOSIET or TBOSIET, FOET or TFOET 
certificate and re-validates a delegate`s survival training for a further 4 years. This 
program  is designed to meet the further onshore safety and emergency response 
training for personnel working in the offshore oil and gas industry.
What does “sea-survival” mean? Sea survival is the successful overcoming of a haz-
ard specific to offshore activities. Sea survival School is where the protective instinct is 
realized, developed and controlled by techniques which, in extreme situations, saves 
your life. School aims at increasing safety. If you intend to work in offshore industries, 
the Sea Survival School is a required mandatory internship to obtain or maintain your 
employment status.
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OTHER ACTIVITIESOTHER ACTIVITIES

⊲ Helicopter Underwater Escape Training 
(HUET) - OPITO approved Course

The Helicopter Underwater Escape Training (HUET) program is a one day course where 
the delegates must be able to demonstrate, in a simulated environment, that they can 
use safety equipment, and follow procedures in preparing for, and during helicopter 
emergency - with particular focus on escaping from a helicopter following ditching.

This program is designed to meet the minimum training requirement for offshore  
workers. The course is designed at the same time for airplane and helicopters crew.

⊲ REGIONAL SIR SUPPORT - Training for supporting staff
a. IATA Authorized Courses:
 - Dangerous Goods Regulation (Initial & Recurrent)
 - Cargo Introductory
 - Live Animals Regulations

b. Ground Personnel Courses
 -Customer Service
 -Basic Handling for Handling Operators and Agents
 -Aircraft Knowledge for Handling Agents
 -Basic Weight and Balance
 -Aerodynamics
 -Basic check-in
 -De/Anti Icing for Operators, Supervisors and Drivers
 -Ramp Safety
 -Dangerous Goods Regulations
 -Human Factors for Ground Operations

c. Aviation Security Courses (AVSEC)
 -Aviation Security Awareness -Catering Supplies Security
 -Airlines Security  -AVSEC Management
 -Airport Security   -Crisis Situations
 -Hold Baggage Security
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OTHER ACTIVITIESOTHER ACTIVITIES

⊲ Parachute Jumping
Since 2001, in order to meet the needs of parachuting lovers, Regional Air Services 
has and is developing activities of parachuting training both for amateurs and for 
those who had tried it before.

Thus you can experience the following types of jumps:

-training jumps with individual parachute (this are permitted only to those who have
the experience of practicing parachuting )

-recreation jumps in “tandem” (this jumps are indicated for those who don`t have the 
parachuting experience and are joined by a trained professional during the flight)

Regional Air Services offers training course for parachuting varies from 1000 to 
4000 meters. The panoramic view offered by this altitude includes the Romanian 
sea side area.

⊲ The Parachute Courses
In order to begin training a medical chart (aviation profile) is needed to state that 
the person is capable to perform the jump. Individual jumps are allowed only if the 
person has a parachuting license.

⊲ The Tandem Jump
For the type of jump the individual must sign a declaration in witch he states on his  
own responsibility that he does not suffer from any medical condition. After a brief 
training session ( 20 - 30 minuter ) you will proceed to the actual jump.

⊲ Pleasure flights
The privilege condition of the Tuzla Airport, located only 25 km from Constanta, offers 
special conditions for multiple recreation flights.

You can fly above: the sea side area, Danube Delta and nearby touristic objectives 
(Histria Fortress, The monument Tropheum Traiani in Adamclisi, the Monasteries in 
the south of Dobrogea, etc)

⊲ Utilitarian flights in agricultural purpose
-Treatments for diseases
-Fertilization
-Fighting pest with liquid and granulated substances
-Treatments and fighting pest in forest industries
- Fighting fire in difficult areas
-Treatments for vine and potatoes
-Other aero-chemical flights with liquid and granulated substances
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OTHER ACTIVITIES

⊲ Regional Aeromedical Services
Air Ambulances is our solution for emergency medical assistance in situations where 
either a traditional ambulance cannot reach the scene easily or enough quickly, or the 
patient needs to be transported over a distance that makes air transportation most 
practical transport. We can also aid in the search of missing, wanted or in distress 
people. Regional Aeromedical Services provides a fleet consisted in fixed-wing and 
rotor-wing dedicated air ambulance aircraft that can be fully equipped with state-of-
the-art medical equipment and medical staff.

⊲ Air Photos and Aerial Videos
This activity is used in obtaining images of economic, touristic, architectural,
archaeological, private objectives for different purpose:
- making of clips or movies         - advertising campaigns
- air surveillance of different types of objectives        - obtaining evidence for proving illicit acts
- the presentation of a property or of an objective      - the protection of the environment

CONTACT US

E-mail:    Tel / Fax.: 
office@regional-air.ro  +40 375 390 390     +4 0241 733 450
sorin.rosca@regional-air.ro +40 742 055 091

www.regional-air.ro   •   www.pilotschool.ro
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